
SAINT MALO - 06 June 

Race 1 

1. HASHTAG SATYNE - Unplaced in five mounted starts. Opposed. 

2. HERMES DIDAN - No form in three outings. Look elsewhere. 

3. HIREYNEPOSTE - Two DQs in three mounted outings. Hard to enthuse. 

4. HIPSOS DE GUEZ - Failed to complete in previous five starts. Impossible to recommend. 

5. HADRIK DES ULMES - One placing from thirteen starts to date. Others readily preferred. 

6. HOLIDAY WELL - DQs in both starts since resuming. Best watched. 

7. HERMES DREAM - Two placings from six career outings. Mounted debut for a good trainer. 

8. HOLLYWOOD PARK - Failed to complete in a turf walk up on reappearance. Sharp progress needed debuting in a 

mounted contest. 

9. HAMONET DE CHOISEL - 2L turf success in driven company prior to four straight DQs. Has ability but frustrating. 

10. HAND DES ELIES - Off the mark on third mounted start racing barefoot at Saint Aubin. Could follow up. 

11. HIER ENCORE - Three placings from seven mounted starts. Others hold stronger claims. 

12. HOMEMADE QUICK - Improving performer who bids for a hat-trick after two good mounted victories. Top chance. 

13. HEROINE DE FLEUR - Unbeaten mounted runner after two impressive wins in weaker company. Hard to beat for 

a notable trainer. 

14. HARAMIS DU TRIEUX - Sixteen race maiden who is making his first start in a mounted event. Prefer to watch. 

15. HENA MOSSA - Improved second in a weaker mounted affair at Le Neubourg. Others have achieved more. 

16. HEROS OF JACK - Fair start to mounted career. Place option without rear shoes. 

Summary 

HEROINE DE FLEUR (13) delivered the perfect introduction to her mounted career winning both starts in style. Can 

take this class rise in her stride for a notable trainer. HOMEMADE QUICK (12) is another improver and bids for a hat-

trick after a pair of good mounted successes. Key player. HAND DES ELIES (10) was off the mark on third mounted 

attempt. Open to further progress. HEROS OF JACK (16) made a fair start to mounted racing and may reach the 

placings. 

Selections 

HEROINE DE FLEUR (13) - HOMEMADE QUICK (12) - HAND DES ELIES (10) - HEROS OF JACK (16)  



Race 2 

1. IMPRUDENT - One placings from six starts. Huge improvement needed. 

2. IDEAL DE L'OUEST - 3L second on turf first up at Fougeres. Could improve. 

3. IRRESISTIBLE PAJ - DQ latest after a good start to his career. In the mix for a place if completing. 

4. I AM DES MOTTES - Improved 0.25L second over track and trip a fortnight ago. Frame option with the same run. 

5. ITALIANO - DQ late when leading third up at Laval. Top chance with a notable rider booking. 

6. INCANDESCENCE - 0.25L runner up in a weaker walk up sixteen days ago. Frame chance. 

7. ICEBERG DEL PHEDO - Got off the mark at a lower level third up a fortnight ago. Consider. 

8. IDEAL MADRIK - DQ attempting to complete a double at Laval last month. Not dismissed. 

9. IN VIVO - Two placings from six starts to date. Others hold stronger claims. 

Summary 

ITALIANO (5) was a late DQ when in front at Laval on third career start. Expected to prove hard to beat if able to 

complete securing a notable driver booking. INCANDESCENCE (6) is open to further progress after a 0.25L second. In 

the mix. I AM DES MOTTES (4) went close over track and trip last start. Strong claims. ICEBERG DEL PHEDO (7) 

scored at the third time of asking among easier company. Holds each way appeal. 

Selections 

ITALIANO (5) - INCANDESCENCE (6) - I AM DES MOTTES (4) - ICEBERG DEL PHEDO (7)  



Race 3 

1. HELP HAUFOR - Hard to enthuse after a pair of non completions. 

2. HAJIME - Infrequent winner who bounced back to form when third at this track a fortnight ago. Claims. 

3. HERBAL DE VANDEL - Well held 10L eleventh in this class 27 days ago. Improvement needed but shoes removed 

and Eric Raffin booked. 

4. HAMILTON FIRST - Improved runner up in easier company on turf thirteen days ago. Place chance. 

5. HALL BLACK MESS - Fifth in previous two weaker walk ups. Others make more appeal. 

6. HARCANGELO D'AMOUR - Held sixth in this grade last month. Minor role likely. 

7. HASTA LUEGO PHEDO - 21 race maiden who finished eighth at Savenay in easier company a fortnight ago. 

Opposed. 

8. HIT MONEY - Autostart winner two starts ago prior to a DQ sixteen days ago. Others more reliable. 

9. HEAVEN STAR - Nose second in this class after a pair of driven victories. Key player. 

10. HERCULE MADRIK - 1L runner up at a lower level 21 days ago. Respected racing barefoot for a good trainer. 

11. HAMILTON DU LUPIN - Improved third in this grade second up at Meslay du Maine. Frame option for a notable 

trainer and jockey combination. 

12. HENRIQUE DE LOU - Fair fifth in this class last time and would go close if replicating a second three back. 

Summary 

HEAVEN STAR (9) arrives in top form after three placings from four career outings. A reproduction of the nose second 

at Cherbourg in latest would be tough to pass here. HERCULE MADRIK (10) delivered a 1L second in easier company 

21 days ago. Expected to play a part in the finish for a good trainer. HENRIQUE DE LOU (12) would go close if replicating 

a runner up spot three back. Keep safe. HERBAL DE VANDEL (3) is one to note without shoes for the first time with 

Eric Raffin booked. 

Selections 

HEAVEN STAR (9) - HERCULE MADRIK (10) - HENRIQUE DE LOU (12) - HERBAL DE VANDEL (3)  



Race 4 

1. HILMA DE TOUCHYVON - Unplaced in all seven starts. Impossible to fancy. 

2. HELIA SUCCES - Infrequent winner who posted a fifth in easier company last week. Others make more appeal. 

3. HISTORY DE BELFOND - 3.5L third at this level 21 days ago. Not out of another placing without rear shoes. 

4. HEIDI TEJY - Improved second on turf at this level 21 days ago. More on plate back on this surface. 

5. HOLLY MADRIK - Dual winner in easier company since resuming. Folly to dismiss up in class racing barefoot. 

6. HERA DE L'OUEST - Three wins from four turf starts. Could go close with a notable driver booking and rear shoes 

removed. 

7. HAURORE - Two placings from four starts since resuming. In with a placed chance. 

8. HAUTENTICA - Fine 1.25L third in a Cholet walk up after good strong mounted form. Thereabouts. 

9. HAPPY END COSSE - Breakthrough success at a lower level 24 days ago. Dangerous to dismiss now found the 

winning formula. 

10. HANTISE DE QUICK - Held sixth in a similar Chartres walk up over 2800m last month. More needed. 

11. HELIA DE BREE - Solid runner up in a weaker Lisieux walk up a fortnight ago. Firmly in the mix with a good record 

barefoot. 

12. HALLOWEEN - Improved 2.5L success in a turf walk up at Durtal two weeks ago. Place chance. 

Summary 

HAUTENTICA (8) is entitled to go close after a fine 1.25L third at Cholet in driven company. Key player having shown 

good versatility thus far. HOLLY MADRIK (5) should challenge strongly in the finish after a pair of easier successes. 

Claims without shoes. HAPPY END COSSE (9) is a notable runner with confidence up after a breakthrough victory last 

month. Keep on side. HELIA DE BREE (11) offers a place opportunity with a good record barefoot. 

Selections 

HAUTENTICA (8) - HOLLY MADRIK (5) - HAPPY END COSSE (9) - HELIA DE BREE (11)  



Race 5 

1. GAMINE DU BAS BOSQ - Runner up the last twice including when beaten 1.25L in a lower grade turf walk up at 

Ranes. Each way claims. 

2. GO GO TIMOKA - Running well before a DQ on the turf at Ecommoy. Frame contender under a good driver. 

3. GAGNANTE BARBES - 6L third in a class F walk up at Lisieux two weeks ago. Place claims.  

4. GRACE DE L'ECLAIR - 3.5L fourth in a grade F walk up at Lisieux. Outside place contender.  

5. GLYCINA BELLA - DQ on her last four starts but was running well when breaking stride at Le Mans 52 days ago. 

Respected if finding the finish.  

6. GALACTEE DE CHENU - 1L success in a class F walk up at Questember before a DQ on the turf at Ranes. Good 

record without shoes and not discounted.  

7. GLAMINA - 4.5L third in a class F walk up at Chateaubriant three weeks ago. Noted in this shoeing combination.  

8. GINZA HIGHLAND - Narrow success in a class F walk up on the turf at a country track. Not discounted without rear 

shoes.  

9. GLAME DE VALACE - In good form in class F races of late including when a 5L winner at Vire in February. Strong 

claims.  

10. GIRL PETTEVINIERE - DQ on four of her last five starts but capable in this standard. Risks attached.  

11. GRACIOSA TEJY - Solid third in this grade at Graignes before a 1L victory turf success Alencon in a class F event. 

Shortlisted.  

Summary 

GLAME DE VALACE (9) is in goodform of late attempting class F races. Managed a 5L victory at Vire in February and 

is a key contender. GLYCINA BELLA (5) was DQ the past four attempts. Looked to be going well when breaking stride 

at Le Mans and is a notable runner if finding the finish. GALACTEE DE CHENU (6) produced a 1L success in a class F 

walk up at a country track before a DQ on the turf at Ranes. Maintains solid figures without shoes and is not to be 

discounted. GLAMINA (7) comes with each way claims in this shoeing combination under a top driver. 

Selections 

GLAME DE VALACE (9) - GLYCINA BELLA (5) - GALACTEE DE CHENU (6) - GLAMINA (7)  



Race 6 

1. FALAKI DE CAHOT - 0.25L second in a class E walk up at Chartres when racing barefoot for the first time. Open to 

progress in this shoeing combination. In the mix.  

2. FERIA DELIGHT - Running well of late including a 1.25L second in a class E walk up at Caen two back. One to note 

racing in a new shoeing combination.  

3. FRENE D'ANSON - Safely accounted last three starts including a pair of DQ. More needed at this level.  

4. FABULOUS GIRL - Two fair thirds in class E company on the turf recently. Each way claims under a top driver.  

5. FLORE DE REGO - Running well in mounted races of late but yet to find the frame in driven races. Best watched.  

6. FLEUR DE BAFFAIS - Well beaten in a class E walk up on reappearance three weeks ago. Step forward required 

but can run well at this level.   

7. FRONT LINE - DQ in three of her last five starts but capable of finding the frame if maintaining stride.  

8. FARINELLI PAULOIS - Good career strike rate and should strip fitter after finishing eighth on the turf at Granville on 

return. Key player if finding last years form.  

9. FEELING PACO - 1.25L success in a class D walk up at Vincennes last November. Respected if sharp enough on 

reappearance.  

10. FANFARONNEUR - Completed a four-timer earlier this year including in a higher standard. Running well when DQ 

at Graignes 17 days ago. Top chance.  

11. FILS D'HAUFOR - Fair sixth in a class D walk up at Nantes 24 days ago but held good form in tougher contest 

earlier this season. In the mix.  

Summary 

FANFARONNEUR (10) can be excused a DQ at Graignes. Completed a four-timer earlier this year including in a higher 

grade. Top chance at this level. FARINELLI PAULOIS (8) holds a good career strike rate and could strip fitter following 

an eighth on the turf at Granville making reappearance. Key player if able to find last years form. FERIA DELIGHT (2) 

is going well. Ran 1.25L second in a class E walk up at Caen two back. Thereabouts racing in a new shoeing 

combination. FALAKI DE CAHOT (1) may progress now racing barefoot. 

Selections 

FANFARONNEUR (10) - FARINELLI PAULOIS (8) - FERIA DELIGHT (2) - FALAKI DE CAHOT (1)  



Race 7 

1. FIGUEIRA BELLA - Disappointing at Caen 68 days ago but finished a good 1.75L third in a class E walk up at St-

Brieuc prior. In the mix racing barefoot.   

2. FRIVOLO BELLO - Good career strike rate and ran a solid 3L third in this grade on the turf at Thouars 24 days back. 

Shortlisted back on this surface.  

3. FANATIC FLASH - 1.5L third in a class E walk up on the turf at Dozule just over three weeks back. Key player 

dropped in standard under Eric Raffin.  

4. DIAMOND BOURBON - Held in this grade recently but holds place claims on best form.  

5. ELLA DE BAFFAIS - One from one over course and distance and in the mix following a fair fourth in a turf walk up 

at Granville two weeks back.  

6. COCAAN DE GUEGUE - Well beaten the last twice and best watched at present.  

7. EPSON D'ARIANE - Scored by 1.75L in this grade at Chateaubriant prior to a solid 4L ninth in a class D contest at 

the same venue. Shortlisted back in this standard.  

8. DON JUAN DU HOULEY - Fair sixth over track and trip in the grade above. Place claims with a good record without 

shoes.  

9. CASTELLO FABULET - Made all for a 4.25L success in this grade at Vincennes prior to being DQ on the turf at 

Vibraye. Market can guide following a mammoth absence.  

10. EVITA DU BOURG - Held in recent starts and majority of her form has come in mounted races. Others hold stronger 

claims.  

11. ELITE D'ERABLE - Arrives in brilliant form after a 5L class E course and distance success 13 days ago. Top chance 

with an excellent track and trip record.  

12. ELLORA DU CEDRE - 2L third in a class F walk up on the turf at Fougeres 24 days ago. Place contender.  

13. COLVERT D'HERFRAIE - 5L eighth in a class D mobile event at Toulouse in January. Not ruled out eased in grade 

on reappearance.  

Summary 

ELITE D'ERABLE (11) arrives in good form after a 5L class E course and distance success. Tough to beat maintaining 

an excellent track and trip record of three wins and three seconds from six outings. FANATIC FLASH (3) produced a 

1.5L third in a class E walk up on the turf at Dozule. Main danger dropping in standard under Eric Raffin. FRIVOLO 

BELLO (2) holds a good career strike rate. Finished 3L third in this grade on the turf at Thouars. Noted revisiting this 

surface. COLVERT D'HERFRAIE (13) is considered down in class on return. 

Selections 

ELITE D'ERABLE (11) - FANATIC FLASH (3) - FRIVOLO BELLO (2) - COLVERT D'HERFRAIE (13)  



Race 8 

1. GOBISOLO DU RANDOU - 2.5L second in a course and distance event in this grade. Key player in a similar contest.  

2. GOODNESS - 1.75L third in a lower grade track and trip walk up a fortnight ago. Each way player.  

3. GIPSY SOUVERAIN - 50% placed strike rate in his career but yet to score in 22 starts. Place claims.  

4. GOLDEN SQUARE - 7L fifth behind re-opposing rivals over track and trip recently but now runs without shoes. Not 

discounted.  

5. GINKGO DU CORBON - 1.25L victory in a class E turf walk up at Niort a week ago. Respected having placed on his 

sole start at this venue.  

6. GAMELY - Back-to-back DQs in this grade recently but holds place claims on best form.  

7. GENIE DE L'OUEST - Narrow success in a class F turf walk up at Blain four weeks ago. Strong claims with a solid 

record without shoes.  

8. GRANIT DU GERS - Two below par runs recently but finished a good 1.25L second in a class E walk up at Pontchatea 

in this grade three back. One to note.  

9. GRAAL DU VIVIER - DQ the last twice but should show more with front shoes removed. Shortlisted on best form. 

Summary 

GENIE DE L'OUEST (7) produced a narrow victory in a class F turf walk up at Blain four weeks ago. Strong claims 

maintaining a solid record racing barefoot. GOBISOLO DU RANDOU (1) finished 2.5L second in a course and distance 

contest at this level. Notable runner in a similar contest. GRANIT DU GERS (8) can be excused two below par efforts 

having managed a good 1.25L second in a class E walk up at Pontchateau in this grade three back. One to note. GIPSY 

SOUVERAIN (3) holds each way claims. 

Selections 

GENIE DE L'OUEST (7) - GOBISOLO DU RANDOU (1) - GRANIT DU GERS (8) - GIPSY SOUVERAIN (3) 


